Dear Scouts and Scouters,
The new decade kicked off and brought with it some interesting challenges for us all as
Scouters and Citizens alike. We have had to think and communicate differently and
collectively adapt to unprecedented circumstances. The way we have pulled together
while remaining distant has been remarkable, and something we will not soon forget.
It is important to us at the Theodore Roosevelt Council that we do what we can to help
our Scouts continue to remain active within the Scouting program. While we are unable to
gather together at Onteora this summer, we are proud to offer a high-quality program in a
format that is accessible to Scouts while remaining at home.
OSR Online is meant for Scouts to attend either with their Troop, or on their own
(provisionally), or both. Our OSR Online program offers 50 merit badges for Scouts to
choose from, under the instruction of our dedicated and talented OSR staff members.
Scouts, Leaders and parents are all welcome to take part in our evening program
consisting of virtual campfires, interactive games, fellowship opportunities and training/
promotional courses. We are also proud to offer our Troops a venue to continue their
Troop program during their week at camp, while getting support from our OSR staff in the
form of daily Troop Corners.
On behalf of the 2020 OSR Online Camp Staff that is focused on delivering a high-quality
program for all Scouts, the Alumni that had invested so much of themselves and continue
to help propel the camping program forward, and the entire Theodore Roosevelt Council
that is committed to providing a high-quality program while promoting the ideals of the
Scout Oat and Law, we thank you for your support of Onteora Scout Reservation.
Normally, we extend a warm “Welcome Home” to all who gather at Onteora. This
summer, we thank you for welcoming us into your homes through OSR Online. We greatly
appreciate your commitment to the Scouting program and the youth that benefit from it.
And we hope to see everyone back next summer at Onteora, “The Land in the Sky”.

Yours in Scouting,

Kevin Shea

Dave Swartz

Camp Director

Reservation Director

General Program
Schedule

OUR PROGRAM
Our goal was to have our virtual program look as much like the Onteora experience
as possible. It will run for five days each week, from Monday through Friday. Scouts
can attend more than one week if they like. The OSR Online program is designed for
either Troop “camping” or solo (provisional) “camping”. Because Scouting is
designed for the great outdoors, there are designated times each day where Scouts
are encouraged to go outside to work on merit badge requirements or complete
other activities that will count toward their Megabyte Challenge.

MERIT BADGE PROGRAM
OSR Online offers 50 merit badges to choose from, which will give Scouts the ability
to pick badges that fit their interests and needs. Scouts can take up to five different
merit badges per week. Many of the merit badges being offered this summer have
been offered at Onteora in previous summers and some are new to OSR. Our goal is
to maintain the integrity of the merit badge program, and while we may not be able
to complete every requirement for all badges offered, each badge is able to be
instructed online and all instruction will be carried out viz Zoom through our Onteora
Camp Staff.
SELECTING MERIT BADGES
Scoutmasters must approve every merit badge that a Scout takes in order to ensure
that the Scout is taking age/experience appropriate badges. Troops and parents
should review requirements and determine what pre-camp preparations may be
needed to complete the badge during the week at OSR Online. If a Scout is attending
provisionally, the Scout and parent should discuss badges with the Troop leadership
before making selections.
DIGITAL BLUE CARDS
“Blue Cards” will not be collected at OSR Online. All Blue Cards are required to be
handled digitally. When you register your respective Scouts for their merit badges,
you are “signing” their electronic Blue Card, and giving Troop permission for the
Scouts to work on that badge. You will be able to check on the progress of your
Scouts each day through your login at www.onteora.org. All provisional Scouts
attending OSR Online need to give their Troop a copy of the Blue Card after their
week. And all Troops earning advancement in camp must submit their advancements
to their Council.

MATERIALS NEEDED FOR MERIT BADGES
There are no additional fees or costs associated with any particular merit badge.
However, there are certain badges that will require the Scouts to have access to
materials necessary to fulfill requirements. In many cases, those materials can be
found around the house. Some might require parents to purchase those materials
independently before the week. Below you will find the specific needs associated
with badges and also some online resources to help make the purchases. We
encourage all leaders and parents to review the badges and their specific needs and
plan for the purchasing of certain items to have in time for camp.
PREREQUISITIES AND PARTIAL COMPLETIONS
Some merit badges include requirements that are not able to be completed during
your week with OSR Online. Those requirements, or prerequisites are outlined in this
guide. Scouts working on those badges will have to complete those requirements
either before camp (and show their counselor during their week to receive “credit”)
or work with a BSA registered Merit Badge Counselor after camp to complete their
work.
If a Scout does not complete all the requirements for a merit badge during the week,
they will receive a “Partial Completion” and have their digital Blue Card returned
indicating the requirements that were completed. Scouts can complete the badge by
working with a BSA registered Merit Badge Counselor after camp.
MERIT BADGE CLASS CAPACITY
Each merit badge offering will have a capacity. For most badges, the capacities could
be higher than what we have been accustomed to at Onteora. But, we believe that it
is important for the Scouts to be able to participate in the badges, not just because
many requirements call for discussion and feedback, but also because we believe that
the Scouts will get more out of the badges if they are engaged within a manageablesized class.

DAN BEARD PROGRAM
We believe it is important for all Scouts BSA camps, whether in-person or virtual, to
include a Dan Beard Program designed for First Year Campers. This year, that is
especially true. There are many Scouts that are new to the Scouts BSA Program, and
have attended even less Troop meetings and functions than First Year Campers in
other years. While there are many aspects of our traditional Dan Beard Program that
we cannot run in a virtual format, we recommend that First Year Scouts attend either
(not both) of our Dan Beard sessions to work on requirements along the Trail to First
Class, to engage with other First Year Scouts, and to get a better idea of what the
Scouts BSA program is like to better help them adapt in the fall.
Our Dan Beard Program will cover the following requirements: Scout Rank 1, 2, 3, 4,
Tenderfoot Rank 1C, 3A, 3B, 3C, 4A, 4C, 4D, 5, 7A, Second Class Rank 1B, 3C, 8B, 6D,
6E, and First Class Rank 1B. More requirements may also be covered based on the
pace of the class and its participants. It is up to the Area Director’s discretion to
move at the rate they deem fit.
TROOP CORNERS
Troop Corners are a way for Scouts that are attending OSR Online with their Troops
to stay connected with the youth and adult leadership within their home Troop. OSR
Online Zoom accounts will be made available to Troops throughout the week and
OSR Staff will be assigned to each Troop (like a Site Guide a Camp) to help the Troop
leadership accomplish their goals daily. Troops can review merit badge progress,
plan upcoming Troop service projects or activities or get information and updates
about the week’s program offerings.
All Scouts, whether they are attending with a Troop or as provisional, will need to
attend Troop Corners on Monday at 9:00am. There, they will get an overview for the
week, and also complete their cyberchip, which is a requirement for all Scouts
attending OSR Online.

Merit Badge Offering & Schedule
The Merit Badge Program is an important aspect of the Scouting experience. Not only are merit badges
essential for rank advancement in Scouts BSA, but a diverse collection of merit badges helps Scouts
expand on their unique, personal interests, and in many cases, helps them discover subject matter that can
turn into life-long hobbies or even careers.
Each summer, we try to provide an ample and varied selection of badges so that all Scouts have options
that fit their own interests and needs. And this summer, we believed that was just as important. While we
are not able to offer many favorite badges in this virtual setting, we were able to add in some badges that
we would not have normally considered at camp.
Some badges will require the Scouts complete work outside of the course times. In some cases, they will
need to completed in an outdoor setting or over a period of weeks.
Merit Badge
(Eagle Required)
American Business
American Cultures
American Heritage
Architecture
Art
Astronomy
Athletics & Sports
Basketry
Citizenship in the Community
Citizenship in the Nation
Citizenship in the World
Communication
Cooking
Crime Prevention
Digital Technology
Disabilities Awareness
Emergency Preparedness
Entrepreneurship
Environmental Science
Fingerprinting
Fire Safety
Game Design
Genealogy
Indian Lore
Continued on next page….
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Merit Badge Offering & Schedule
Merit Badge
(Eagle Required)
Journalism
Law
Mammal Study
Medicine
Mining in Society
Nuclear Science
Oceanography
Personal Fitness
Personal Management
Photography
Public Health
Public Speaking
Railroading
Reptile & Amphibian Study
Robotics
Safety
Salesmanship
Scouting Heritage
Search and Rescue
Signs, Signals and Codes
Soil & Water Conservation
Sustainability
Traffic Safety
Truck Transportation
Weather
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Prerequisites: Please review the prerequisites for each merit badge before making a selection. Just like at
Onteora, some badges have requirements that are not able to be completed within a single week or in the current
setting. And because of our virtual and home-based environment, there are some requirements that we were
able to complete in previous summers, that are not applicable this summer. However, there are other homebased requirements that were listed as prerequisites in other summers that are now able to be completed. The
prerequisite information also outlines badge specifics and age suggestions.
Materials Needed: Some badges will require the Scouts obtain certain materials that are needed to complete
certain requirements. Many of these items can already be found in your home. Some that will most likely require
a purchase will link to the sufficient, reasonably priced item for you to order based on your specific needs.

Merit Badge Session 1 (10:00 am Daily)
Merit Badge

Prerequisites

Architecture

No prerequisites - come and enjoy!

Materials Needed
Scouts will need ruler/straight edge, paper, pencil
and tape measure

Art

No prerequisites - come and enjoy!

Scouts will need paper and four of the following
mediums: pen/ink, watercolors, pencil, pastels, oil
paints, tempera, acrylics, charcoal, or computer
drawing/painting software

Astronomy

Will require some work at night

Scouts will need one clear night of star gazing with
parent supervision

Citizenship in
the Community

Recommended for older Scouts. Will
require Scouts to perform 8 hours of
community service (Req 7A) in order to
complete.

None

Citizenship in
the Nation

Recommended for older Scouts - writing
and lecture intensive. Scouts may need
to complete part of Req 2 after camp.

None

Citizenship in
the World

Recommended for older Scouts.
Research and Lecture Intensive. No
prerequisites.

None

Emergency
Preparedness

Recommended for older Scouts. MUST
have completed First Aid MB (Req 1)
BEFORE camp. Scouts will also need to
complete Req 5, 7A before or after camp.

Scouts will need to prepare emergency kits for self
and family in order to complete badge.

Personal
Fitness

Recommended for older Scouts. A 12week training program must be completed
in order to finish badge. Scouts will need
to complete Req 1B, 7 & 8 before or after
camp.

Have BSA medical form completed within last 18
months

Personal
Management

Recommended for older Scouts - writing
and lecture intensive. Scouts will need to
complete Req 2 & 8 after camp.

None

Photography

No prerequisites - come and enjoy!

Public Health

No prerequisites - come and enjoy!

Sustainability

Scouts will need to complete Req 1
BEFORE camp. Scouts will need to
continue work on Req 2A's and 5A after
camp in order to complete.

Scouts will need access to smartphone/digital
camera
Scouts will need adult supervision at home to
complete Req 3
Scout will need to spearhead multiple home-based
initiatives aimed to help conserve resources that
will last a few weeks, then do some follow-up
writing assignments.

Merit Badge Session 2 (11:00 am Daily)
Merit Badge
American
Business

Prerequisites

Materials Needed

No prerequisites - come and enjoy!

None

Basketry

No prerequisites - come and enjoy!

Scouts will need to purchase Basketry Craft Kit
from ScoutStuff.org in order to complete

Disabilities
Awareness

Scouts may need to complete parts of
Req 4 after camp.

None

Genealogy

No prerequisites - come and enjoy!

Scouts will need one genealogical document (i.e.
birth certificate) from someone in family to study

Indian Lore

Scouts may need to complete Req 4A in
Troop Corner. No prerequisites - come
and enjoy!

Scouts will need Indian Lore kit from
ScoutStuff.org

Journalism

"Be a reporter for the OSR Newsletter!"
Scouts may need to complete Req 2 after
camp.

None

Reptile &
Amphibian
Study

Scouts will need to complete Req 8
before or after camp.

Paper, pens, colored pencils for drawing
requirements

Robotics
Safety
Salesmanship

Recommended for older Scouts - will need
to build robot.
No prerequisites - come and enjoy!
Scouts may need to complete Req 5 after
camp.

Scouts will need to build their own robot from a kit
None
None

Search and
Rescue

Recommended for older Scouts. Scouts
will need to complete requirements 7C &
9 before or after camp.

None

Signs, Signals
and Codes

All Scouts can participate. Scouts will
need to complete Req 7 either before or
after camp.

Online resources, paper and colored
pencils/markers

Merit Badge Session 3 (2:00 pm Daily)
Merit Badge
Citizenship in
the Nation

Prerequisites
Recommended for older Scouts - writing
and lecture intensive. Scouts may need
to complete part of Req 2 after camp.

Materials Needed
None

Citizenship in
the World

Recommended for older Scouts.
Research and Lecture Intensive. No
prerequisites.

None

Communication

Recommended for older Scouts. Writing
and Speech Intensive. Scouts will need to
complete req. 5 & 8 either before or after
camp. Scouts may complete Req 3 in
Troop Corner

None

Cooking

Recommended for Scouts who are at least
First Class. Scouts will need to complete
Req 5 & 6 before or after camp.

Scouts will need to prepare meals at home with
adult supervision.

Environmental
Science

Recommended for older Scouts because
of difficult concepts and required writings
and observations. Scouts may need to
complete Req 4 after camp.

None

Fingerprinting

No prerequisites - come and enjoy!

Scouts will need paper and either ink pad or pencil
and adhesvie tape

Oceanography

Recommended for older Scouts due to
difficult concepts and required writings.
Scouts may need to complete part of Req
7 after camp.

None

Personal
Fitness

Recommended for older Scouts. A 12week training program must be completed
in order to finish badge. Scouts will need
to complete Req 1B, 7 & 8 before or after
camp.

Have BSA medical form completed within last 18
months

Scouting
Heritage

No prerequisites - come and enjoy!

Scouts will need some memoribilia from their
Scouting career.

Sustainability

Scouts will need to complete Req 1
BEFORE camp. Scouts will need to
continue work on Req 2A's and 5A after
camp in order to complete.

Scout will need to spearhead multiple home-based
initiatives aimed to help conserve resources that
will last a few weeks, then do some follow-up
writing assignments.

Truck
Transportation

No prerequisites - come and enjoy!

None

Merit Badge Session 4 (3:00 pm Daily)
Merit Badge
American
Cultures

Prerequisites
Scouts may need to complete part of Req
1 after camp. Scouts may complete Req
5 in Troop Corner.

Materials Needed
None

Athletics/Sports

Athletics: A physical completed within
last 18 months will satisfy Req 2A.
Scouts will also need to complete Req 3,
5 & 6A before or after camp.
Sports: Scouts will need to complete Req
4 & 5 before or after camp.

To Complete Athletics Req 2A will need BSA
medical completed within last 18 months

Digital
Technology

No prerequisites - come and enjoy!

Scouts will need access to Microsoft Office suite or
a google account.

Entrepreneurship

No prerequisites - come and enjoy!

None

Fire Safety

Scouts will need to complete Req 7,
10B/C & 11 before or after camp.

None

Game Design

No prerequisites - come and enjoy!

Law

No prerequisites - come and enjoy!
Scouts will need to complete Req 7C & 10
before or after camp
No prerequisites - come and enjoy!
Writing Intensive. Scouts may need to
complete part of Req 7 after camp.

Medicine
Railroading
Soil & Water
Conservation

Scouts will need materials to create a game of their
own design
None
None
None
Paper, pens, pencils for drawing requirements

Traffic Safety

Recommended for older Scouts

Under adult supervision: (1) Scouts will need
access to family vehcile to access vehicle safety
equipment & (2) tape measure to determine safe
stopping distance

Weather

Scouts may need to complete Req 10 in
Troop Corner. No prerequisites - come
and enjoy!

Paper and colored pencils for drawings and
diagrams.

Dan Beard

Meant for first-year Scouts. Scouts will
complete requirements along the Trail to
First Class Rank and learn some Scouting
basics

Rope or clothesline for tying knots

Merit Badge Session 5 (4:00 pm Daily)
Merit Badge
American
Heritage

Prerequisites

Materials Needed

No prerequisites - come and enjoy!

None

Citizenship in
the Community

Recommended for older Scouts. Will
require Scouts to perform 8 hours of
community service (Req 7A) in order to
complete.

None

Communication

Recommended for older Scouts.
Writing and Speech Intensive. Scouts
will need to complete req. 5 & 8 either
before or after camp. Scouts may
complete Req 3 in Troop Corner

None

Cooking

Recommended for Scouts who are at
least First Class. Scouts will need to
complete Req 5 & 6 before or after
camp.

Scouts will need to prepare meals at home with
adult supervision.

Crime
Prevention

Scouts may need to complete Req 7
after camp. No prerequisites - come
and enjoy!

Scouts will be required to make either physical or
digital poster

Emergency
Preparedness

Recommended for older Scouts. MUST
have completed First Aid MB (Req 1)
BEFORE camp. Scouts will also need
to complete Req 5, 7A before or after
camp.

Scouts will need to prepare emergency kits for self
and family in order to complete badge.

Environmental
Science

Recommended for older Scouts
because of difficult concepts and
required writings and observations.
Scouts may need to complete Req 4
after camp.

None

Mammal Study

Writing required. Scouts may need to
complete Req 5 after camp.

None

Mining in
Society

No prerequisites - come and enjoy!

None

Nuclear Science

Recommended for older Scouts. Scouts
may need to complete Req 4 after
camp.

None

Personal
Management

Recommended for older Scouts writing and lecture intensive. Scouts
will need to complete Req 2 & 8 after
camp.

None

Public Speaking
Dan Beard

All Scouts can participate. Scouts will
need to prepare and give speeches.
Meant for first-year Scouts. Scouts will
complete requirements along the Trail
to First Class Rank and learn some
Scouting basics.

None
Rope or clothesline for tying knots

OSR Online Additional & Evening Program
Live Events Via Zoom
Monday:
OPENING CAMPFIRE & BYO S’MORES – 7:00 PM
We are so glad to see you here and hear you there. During the campfire we will endeavor to keep the heart
and soul of Onteora’s campfire ceremonies alive and well! Every Monday and Friday we will run campfires.
The campfires will include songs and skits from Onteora staff members and BSA volunteers.

BSA PROGRAM PROMOTIONS – 8:00 PM
Please tune in for Promotion sessions via Zoom that will highlight programs offered in the Theodore
Roosevelt Council that will enhance your personal and Unit Scouting experience. Promotions will vary by
week, but will include Wood Badge, National Youth Leadership Training (NYLT), Powder Horn and the 2021
National Jamboree.

Tuesday:
VIRTUAL VARIETY I “BSA JEOPARDY” – 7:00 PM --- MEGABYTE CHALLENGE
Good evening scout-fans! Join us on ZOOM for a game of BSA Jeopardy, but beware of the final round, and
double Jeopardy! Time flies when you’re having fun. IF you’re completing our Megabyte Challenge, make
sure you mark it on your sheet (provided below) and the proctor takes your attendance.

TRAINING HOUR – 7:00 PM
Every Scout deserves a trained leader. We encourage all leaders / parents to attend these sessions carried
out by members of the Theodore Council Training team via Zoom. Sessions will vary throughout the
summer, but will include The 12th Point of the Scout Law, Outdoor Ethics Awareness, and Training Awards.

VETERANS AND EAGLES SOCIAL – 8:00 PM
Join your brothers in Scouting to catch up after a long year. Fellowship is important within the Scouting
program, even virtually, so we can stay in touch with our old friends and make new ones! Please, politely
mute your microphone while others are speaking to cut down on cross-talk. The socials begin and end
promptly so prepare whatever Scouting appropriate beverages and snacks beforehand.

Wednesday:
MOVIE NIGHT AND ICE CREAM SOCIAL – 7:00 PM --- MEGABYTE CHALLENGE
Wednesday is movie night. Join us for a live streaming of a popular BSA and age-appropriate movie. IF
participating in our Megabyte Challenge, make sure you take an appropriate picture of your com-FORT-able
Outpost, and mark it on your sheet (provided below and the proctor takes your attendance.

Thursday:
VIRTUAL VARIETY II “BSA FAMILY FEUD” – 7:00 PM --- MEGABYTE CHALLENGE
Good evening scout-fans! Join us on ZOOM for a game of BSA Family Feud! Time flies when you’re having
fun. IF you’re completing our Megabyte Challenge, make sure you mark it off on your sheet provided below)
and the proctor takes your attendance.

TRAINING HOUR – 7:00 PM
Every Scout deserves a trained leader. We encourage all leaders / parents to attend these sessions carried
out by members of the Theodore Council Training team via Zoom. Sessions will vary throughout the
summer, but will include The 12th Point of the Scout Law, Outdoor Ethics Awareness, and Training Awards.

OA (ORDER OF THE ARROW) SOCIAL – 8:00 PM
Join your brothers in Scouting to catch up after a long year. Fellowship is important within the Scouting
program, even virtually, so we can stay in touch with our old friends and make new ones! Please, politely
mute your microphone while others are speaking to cut down on cross-talk. The socials begin and end
promptly so prepare whatever Scouting appropriate beverages and snacks beforehand.

Friday:
MEGABYTE CHALLENGE HONOR-ROLL CEREMONY – 7:00 PM
During this ceremony, we will share highlights from the MEGABYTE CHALLENGE submissions throughout
the week. WINNERS AND PARTICIPANTS will be RECOGNIZED. Immediately followed by…

CLOSING CAMPFIRE
Thank you so much for continuing to support the OSR experience. We are so glad to see you here and hear
you there, safe at home. During the campfire, we will endeavor to keep the heart and soul of Onteora’s
campfire ceremonies alive and well!

OSR Online Megabyte Challenge
Asynchronous Virtual Scavenger Hunt with Events All Week!

All Scouts can participate in the OSR Online Megabyte Challenge – whether they are attending with their
Troop or provisionally. Scouts will have to complete the requirements outlined below throughout the week,
which will include a combination of attending live evening program events on Zoom (like Virtual Variety or
the Movie Night) and completing requirements at home on their own time throughout the week. Scouts
need to complete the minimum number of requirements to achieve the recognition, however, Scouts are free
to do more if they wish! Scouts should work with their Troop, patrol and/or family to complete and submit
requirements.

REQUIREMENT #1 – REMOTE COOKING (DO ONE OR BOTH)
Remote Cooking Challenge: Dessert: Cook at Home! Everybody wins! Just make something you want to
eat. If you can, get an adult to help you. In order to be accepted for entry, the dish must be a dessert. Take
an appropriate picture of your dessert for submission to the Megabyte Challenge.
Remote Cooking Challenge: Freestyle: Just make something you want to eat. If you can, get an adult to
help you. ANY PICTURE of a meal you have MADE YOURSELF will be accepted for entry. Take an
appropriate picture of your food for submission to the Megabyte Challenge.

REQUIREMENT #2 – OUTPOST (DO ONE OR BOTH)
Outdoor / Floor Outpost: You can camp safely in your backyard in a tent, or you can create a shelter in your
home. Spend a night out, or a night in, on good, old-fashioned, hard ground. Take an appropriate picture of
the shelter for submission to the Megabyte Challenge.
Com – FORT – able Outpost: Create a PILLOW AND BLANKET FORT/com-FORT throne for the Movie Night
wherever you have space with whatever you have available to you. As long as it’s a pillow or a blanket.
Take an appropriate picture of your shelter for submission to the Megabyte Challenge.

REQUIREMENT #3 – OUTDOORS (DO ONE OR BOTH)
Outdoor Activities: Complete an outdoor activity like biking, walking the dog, mowing the lawn, playing
sports, etc.
Good Turn Photo: Submit a picture of you or someone else completing a “good turn”.

REQUIREMENT #4 – CAMP-WIDE GAMES (DO ONE OR BOTH)
Virtual Variety I “BSA Jeopardy”: Join us on ZOOM on Tuesday night for a game of BSA Jeopardy!
Virtual Variety II “BSA Family Feud”: The fun continues on Thursday night for a game of BSA Family Feud.
Join us to enjoy a classic tv game show reimagined through Scouting.

REQUIREMENT #5 – DO BOTH

Submit content for the Closing Campfire: Submit a video of a joke, song or skit for consideration for
inclusion in the closing campfire. Content must be BSA appropriate and participation must be voluntary.
Meal Walks / Lunch Hikes: There are at least two ways to complete this: (1) Family Picnic – pack a lunch
and enjoy it outside during your break. (2) Neighborhood Hike – before or after lunch, go for a walk around
your neighborhood to enjoy the fresh air. Don’t forget to take pictures!

OSR Online Megabyte Challenge
The OSR Megabyte Challenge is designed to recognize Scouts that go above and beyond in their
week at camp, and in the Scouting movement. Scouts must meet the following requirements and
submit them to osrmegebytechallenge@gmail.com with the subject line “Megabyte Challenge
Troop ###” by Friday afternoon to be recognized at the Honor-Roll Ceremony on Friday evening. A
parent AND a Scout leader must be copied (CC’ed) on the email.

REQUIREMENT #1 – REMOTE COOKING (DO ONE OR BOTH)
___Remote Cooking Challenge: Dessert
___Remote Cooking Challenge: Freestyle

REQUIREMENT #2 – OUTPOST (DO ONE OR BOTH)
___Outdoor / Floor Outpost:
___Com – FORT – able Outpost

REQUIREMENT #3 – OUTDOORS (DO ONE OR BOTH)
___Outdoor Activities
___Good Turn Photo

REQUIREMENT #4 – CAMP-WIDE GAMES (DO ONE OR BOTH)
___Virtual Variety I “BSA Jeopardy”
___Virtual Variety II “BSA Family Feud”

REQUIREMENT #5 – DO BOTH
___Submit content for the Closing Campfire
___Meal Walks / Lunch Hikes
Guidelines for submission:
-

You must submit the checklist in the body of the email with the items checked off.
Make sure to label each file with the number and title provided in the list above.
Each Scout participant can use the entire week to cross off the requirements.
Submissions for the Megabyte Challenge should be emailed, CC’ing both parent and Scout Leader
with the subject line of “Megabyte Challenge Troop ###” and include Scout’s name and parent
contact information.

Questions concerning the Megabyte challenge should be emailed to osrmegabytechallenge@gmail.com
with the subject line “Questions”. Be sure to “CC” parent and Scout leader.

OSR Online Scoutmaster Merit Badge
The purpose of the Scoutmaster Merit Badge is to encourage leaders and parents to get more involved in
camp programs and have a more interactive experience at camp. Especially in a virtual setting, it is
important for the Scouts to see parents and leaders take an interest in the camp and participate in the
program. And with OSR Online, adults within our Scouting community that weren’t able to carve out the time
to attend Onteora, can get involved from home. All adults can achieve the Scoutmaster Merit Badge,
whether they are registered with a Unit or within their District (like a merit badge counselor). The only
prerequisite is that all adults must have a current Youth Protection Certificate.
MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS:
____ Hold a current Youth Protection Certificate.
____ Serve as a “Proctor” for 2 different Merit Badge courses (must be the same course, at the same time
each day for 5 days per week).*
____ Attend either one evening OSR Online Training course or one OSR Online BSA Program Promotional
session.
____ Attend either one Social (Veterans & Eagles OR OA) or either Opening or Closing Campfire.

OPTIONAL REQUIREMENTS (MUST COMPLETE 3 OF 6):
____ Submit a song, skit or joke for the Closing campfire.
____ Help a Scout complete a requirement for a Merit Badge being taken this summer.
____ Help to plan an upcoming service project for either a Scout or your Troop.
____ Do a “Good Turn” for a neighbor or member of your community.
____ Take a walk around your neighborhood.
____ Post a Scouting or OSR Online-themed picture, video or message to social media using #onteoraonline.
Guidelines for submission:
-

You must submit the checklist in the body of the email with the items checked off.
Be sure to include your name, Scouting affiliation and contact information in email.
Submissions for the Scoutmaster Merit Badge should be emailed to osronlinesmmb@gmail.com
with the subject line of “OSR Online SM MB”.
Questions regarding the SM MB can be emailed to the above address with the subject line
“Questions”

*Adults will need to first signup for the courses that they choose to Proctor. We will have only one Proctor
per badge offering. Signup information will be done online through a separate link.
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